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Talk Radio After Trump 
Format relegated to stoking soreheads’ resentment? 

 

It’s a one-two punch: Trump dethroned, and Rush Limbaugh frail. The format’s future?  Page 4… 
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5 IDEAS IN 4 MINUTES 
1. Music stations: Stopsets WHEN? 

My longtime associate and dear chum Mike McVay, in RadioInk: 

• Because of the rule-of-measurement diary markets should continue to keep their stop-sets in the middle of a quarter 
hour, either at the 20 and 50 positions or at 10 and 40 in an hour.  

• PPM markets should straddle the quarter hours. You want to cover the greatest part of each quarter hour with music. 
Stop from:13-:18 and:43-:48 or do the same thing by straddling the top/bottom-of-the-hour.  

• “I’m a fan of balancing stop-sets across from each other, but there are tactics that can be employed vs. competitors.”  
 

2. Podcasters: Don’t call yours “A Conversation With…” 
Unless it’s with Meryl Streep or the president or someone else that big. 

• Why: “A Conversation With…” is about what-YOU-did (process). 

• Instead: Title it in a way that offers the LISTENER something (consequence). 

• Try this: Extract from the conversation a phrase – perhaps a question – that is SO curious or inviting or promises SUCH 
a benefit that listening is irresistible…and make that the title. 

 

3. Dated Reference Alert: “on the web” 
Close your eyes, and you’ll hear that 14.4K modem screech. 
 

4. Lingo Alert: “AP” 
Say “Associated Press.” 

 

5. Talk Radio topic tool: Google Trends 
Example, based on keywords I entered for the week leading-up to Election Day: 
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“COVID isn’t canceling the holidays, but how will it affect the season?”  
In the thirty-fifth annual Holiday Retail Survey by Big Four accounting and advisory firm Deloitte: 

• “COVID-19 is playing on shoppers’ psyches as they weigh its impact on their health and finances. But as we’ve seen 
with previous periods of recession, as well as those of growth, consumers are resilient and will adjust their habits to 
adapt.” 

• “Price, product, and convenience are still top considerations for consumers, and so is the desire to make the season 
special for friends, family, and pets, no matter the circumstances.”   

 
And under-the-circumstances, HOW we will shop – and how much we are forecast to spend – is unsurprising. 

• Half of shoppers surveyed say they’re anxious about shopping in-store due to COVID-19, and they say that a vaccine 
would help return to their pre-COVID shopping habits.  

• 1-in-3 shoppers say they’re worse-off financially than last year, especially lower-income shoppers.  

• 2-in-5 expect to spend less than last year, because of concerns about the economy. 
 

Steal this line, for local retailers who offer (my wording, not Deloitte’s): “a safe, affordable way to say Merry Christmas to 
the special people you’ll miss seeing this year.” 

 
 

Podcasting Clash-of-the-Giants 
Spotify is paying $235 million for podcast advertising platform Megaphone. Competitor Voxnest is being acquired by 
iHeartMedia. SiriusXM paid $325 million for Stitcher, which had bought ad company Midroll; and it also acquired publishing 

platform Simplecast; and already owned AdsWizz, via its purchase of Pandora. Dizzy yet? Apple, Amazon, and Google are 
also bullish on on-demand audio. 

Have I mentioned my new E-book?  Download it at HollandCooke.com, where you can see 7 Tips in a 3-minute video, and 

hear me and Jim Bohannon discuss the opportunity on his show. 

 

http://hollandcooke.com/
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Talk Radio: What Next? 
Radio programmers can empathize with Trump supporters in the 2020 vote aftermath. As with radio ratings: When you don’t 
like the results, question the process. But in both cases, data is data.  

Short-term, Rush and Sean and remaining local Conservative talkers have exploited Trump supporters’ anguish, by amplifying 
accusations about election fraud; and resentment can continue to be a format franchise.  

• With Inauguration Day looming, expect the narrative to resemble the “Resistance” stance many disenchanted Dems 
assumed upon Trump’s improbable 2016 win.  

• All-along, my counsel to garden-variety Limbaugh/Hannity/Fox News stations has been – for lack of a more diplomatic term 
– “pander:” http://www.talkers.com/2018/08/06/advice-to-rush-limbaugh-stations-pander/ 

• But carefully. With gangs that call themselves “militia” heavily-armed, let’s beware dog-whistle inferences invited by 
messages such as the enthused example on page one.   

 

Reality has become a Rorschach Test. 
We choose to believe what we choose to believe, and the media salad bar is well-stocked.  

 

Years ago, I originally subscribed to Netflix so I could see the acclaimed 
documentary “Mitt,” which took us behind the scenes of two Romney 
presidential runs. The night President Obama was re-elected, it took us into 
the Romney suite, where the stunned candidate asked for an iPad, to quickly 
compose the concession speech he hadn’t anticipated. For months, Fox News 
had been telling him he would win. If you don’t like the reality one channel is 
reporting, simply pick another channel. 

It’s human nature to prefer sources that validate our predisposition. So media 
do what Talkers magazine publisher Michael Harrison calls “the daily dance of 
affirmation.” 

“You can get FAKE news anywhere. You get FOX News…here!” 
On-our ID at several of my client stations. Goal: More Occasions of Listening, the most-efficient way to grow Share. Help yourself. 

What if we just played-it-straight? Like music, information has been commoditized. It’s on-demand on your phone. So we’re 
watching WGN America’s opinion-resistant prime time “News Nation” with interest: 
http://www.talkers.com/2020/09/08/monday-memo-noise-fatigue-news-renaissance/#more-85040 
 
A longer-term option? If you worked in radio in the 70s/80s, you’ll know what I mean by “Full-Service AM on FM:” 
http://www.talkers.com/2020/01/27/monday-memo-format-solution/.  With the optimism that greets a new administration, 
could an upbeat tone -- and content about solutions – resonate? Until some diligent station goes-there… 
 

NOT an option: Mix-N-Match.  

• With SO many channels now crowding listeners’ audio menu, you need them to mentally label yours for what it does.  

• They might have a FM button for Continuous Country; and they know they can find any baseball game on satellite radio; 
and new-tech dashboards recognize your smartphone, and can stream CNN and CNBC and MSNBC others among TuneIn 
favorites. My fave in-car? A thumb drive onto which I ripped a couple hundred songs. Listeners need to think of what-you-
do in unambiguous terms. If you’re talking to MAGA diehards, heed the words Natalie Merchant sang: “Hey, hey. Give ‘em 
what they want.” When they push your button, they need to hear what they expect. 

• One exception: The Conservative weekday narrative can co-exist with weekend specialty shows which can be SO profitable; 
and – done well – become “appointment listening.” Otherwise, to quote Bob Marbourg -- the revered traffic reporter I 
worked with at WTOP – “Pick your lane and stay with it.” 

http://www.talkers.com/2018/08/06/advice-to-rush-limbaugh-stations-pander/
http://www.talkers.com/2020/09/08/monday-memo-noise-fatigue-news-renaissance/#more-85040
http://www.talkers.com/2020/01/27/monday-memo-format-solution/
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“Coming up next, Trump TV…” 
After the 2020 election was called, CNN asked Christopher Ruddy, who runs conservative Newsmax, about the possibility of 
Trump launching a competing channel. Ruddy interrupted: “Why don’t you call me a future business partner?” 
This isn’t Trump’s 2021 Plan B. It was his 2016 Plan A: http://www.talkers.com/2020/04/20/monday-memo-the-trump-show/ 

• The New York Times reported that “on a Saturday in early March, Donald J. Trump, clad in a baseball cap, strode into the 
Situation Room for a meeting with the Coronavirus Task Force.   He didn’t stop by the group’s daily meetings often, but he 
had an idea he was eager to share: He wanted to start a White House talk radio show.” 

• To-which El Rushbo quickly quipped: “We’re always looking for guest hosts here.  If the president wants to guest host this 
program one day, we’d be happy to run an audition.” 

With Limbaugh affiliates I hear from asking so anxiously “Who takes over when…?” it seems worth-a-shot, though Trump’s 
notoriously ad-lib personality is a caution: 

“Trump is a showman, but what Rush listeners expect is a much more sophisticated and 

nuanced approach to creating a meaningful listening experience than what it takes to 

hold court and mug over a campaign rally before thousands of adoring followers.” 
Talkers magazine publisher Michael Harrison, interviewed by The Los Angeles Times 

Although people who don’t do Talk Radio think it’s a snap, Harrison offers that, “with all due respect for the president, he 
cannot hold a candle to Rush when it comes to the demands and expectations of doing a high-profile daily three-hour talk show, 
which requires hours of prep per day, an original take on the issues and the ability to connect the complex dots of presenting a 
thesis and then setting about supporting it in a cogent manner.” 

 

And now for something completely different…  
Snapshots of the status quo: 

• AM radio is challenged, technically and demographically. So while AM still has cume – and its 55+ listeners are the biggest 
retail spenders -- own that Trump-style narrative, and the like-minded will tolerate AM’s snap-crackle-pop…for now. 

• 20 years ago Harrison told a packed auditorium at the Talkers/NY conference: “Talk Radio saved AM radio, and it can save 
FM.” Back to the future: FM is losing the music battle. Talk there. 

• And train listeners to find what you’re also sending to the transmitter to ask Alexa for it. And sell a pre-roll sponsorship. 

• And with radio’s biggest owners AND competitors throwing hundreds-of-millions of dollars (see page 3) at podcasting, 
stations need to think-beyond “the linear feed” (what’s airing live).  Witness consumers’ ravenous appetite for on-demand 
video. 

“It's only by understanding the present pain, the present feeling, that you will know what is coming.” 
Netflix CMO Bozoma “Boz” Saint John, on the recent Relevance 360 by Coveo webinar. 

 

If 32-year-old Netflix is feeling challenged by its own digital competitors -- and 
consumers’ daunting expectations and fleeting attention -- 100-year-old radio SURE 
needs to keep an open mind as it scrambles to the future. 

• Venture out of our comfort zone: “My true strength is in how vulnerable I am,” 
she reckons, urging that we welcome ideas that are NOT business-as-usual. “If we 
really address the fear, we will be able to conquer it." 

• If you’re still allowed to hire, hire accordingly: “It is our human desire to be 
comfortable, so we hire people we're comfortable with.” The digital natives radio 
needs to attract are culturally-different than seasoned AM/FM broadcasters. “Hire 
the one who gives you a little friction.” 

• Meet listeners in their comfort zone, because there’s SO much competition for 
the listener attention we rent to advertisers; and because “our audience expects so 
much more of us today.” Obviously, “being nimble is extraordinarily important,” and 
because “the world is so full of chaos,” radio’s simplicity-of-use can be an 
advantage over new-tech competitors that ask for user control: “If you come to 
this product we will serve you and make you feel good and you don't have to do a 
lot of work.” 

 

http://www.talkers.com/2020/04/20/monday-memo-the-trump-show/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/15/us/trump-radio-show-rush-limbaugh.html
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SOUND BITES 
“Washing your hands won’t prevent a heart attack. There’s more than one way to get sick.” 
GREAT copy line from a health plan ad I saw in an airport. 
 

“We charge you less, so you have more to invest.” 
TD Ameritrade TV commercial 
 

“It used to be just Friday. Now, casual is every day.” 
Men’s Wearhouse TV commercial 
 

“The safe way to pay.” 

“The safe way for your customers to pay.” 
Copy points for both parties in the transaction, in network radio spots for “Touch-free payments from PayPal.” 

Goal: Craft spot copy for local retailers, distilling the benefit as succinctly as the examples above. 

 

“Much of the enjoyment I had left doing radio has been sucked out of it. Alone in an office 
building with no guests and endless rules is not my idea of a creative process.  
Erich ‘Mancow’ Muller telling Chicago media reporter Robert Feder that he was leaving WLS after two years on mornings.  
 

“Squattergate” 
Jimmy Kimmel’s term for Trump’s Refusal to Concede 

 

“We all know why Joe Biden is rushing to falsely pose as the winner, and why his media allies are 
trying so hard to help him: they don’t want the truth to be exposed. The simple fact is this 

election is far from over.”  
Statement from President Donald J. Trump, as the Election was called November 7 

 

“We want our president to be prepared. We look very vulnerable to the world.”  
Former George W. Bush administration Chief of Staff Andrew Card, in various cable news interviews as Trump’s refusal to acknowledge 

the Biden win stalled Transition Team access to briefings and funding.  

Card explained how the 2000 Florida Recount stalled Dubya’s Transition Team for 37-days, disadvantaging the incoming administration 
as 9/11 terrorists were preparing to strike.  

 

“During a time of personal tragedy for my family, when we lost our son Garrett, Joe was a source 
support and solace. Because he too knew the pain of losing a child, he gave to me a steady, 

brotherly shoulder to lean on. Joe is a healer, the consoler-in-chief our nation has elected.” 
National Association of Broadcasters President & CEO Gordon Smith: 

“I was privileged to serve beside President-elect Joe Biden during my two terms as a Republican Senator from Oregon. I know Joe. I 

know his patriotic love for his country and of his good heart for all his countrymen. Working together on the Foreign Relations 
Committee, we routinely bridged the partisan divide to achieve important legislative accomplishments.  

“With due respect to President Trump’s rights to judicial review of election results, it is time to acknowledge the election of Joe Biden 

and to allow him the chance to bind our nation back together.”  
 

“Let’s give each other a chance.” 
The President-Elect. 

OR, as that song Sean Hannity plays at the beginning of each hour beckons: “If you want a little bang in your ying-yang, come along.”  
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No matter how young you are, this will make you feel old. 
The New Millennium began 20 years ago! We heaved a sigh of relief when Y2K didn’t plunge us into darkness. But there 

was new suspense as that year ended: hanging chads. What’s old is what’s new, eh? 
 

Who CAN’T wait to kiss-off 2020? 
With the holidays upon us, and perennial retrospectives chronicling a year most would like to forget, it’s easy to wonder 
what-the-heck-NEXT? As though the last 20 years weren’t transformative… 
 

2001: 911! iPod was born, George Harrison died. 
 
2002: Figuring that, after 911, we were all going to die, I bought a sailboat. And what they say about “the two happiest 

days of your life” is true.  
 
2003: The USA invades Iraq; 7 Astronauts perish as Shuttle Columbia disintegrates re-entering the atmosphere. 

 
2004: Facebook was born; Ronald Reagan, Marlin Brando, Rodney Dangerfield, and Superman Christopher Reeve died. 
 

2005: Hurricane Katrina killed 1836 Americans; and we lost Johnny Carson, Richard Pryor, and Pope John Paul II. 
 

2006: Twitter 
 
2007: iPhone. Virginia Tech shootings. The subprime crisis triggered Global Recession. 

 
2008: The Great Recession; and President-Elect Barack Obama. 
 

2009: Swine Flu. And RIP Michael Jackson, Farrah Fawcett, Ted Kennedy, Walter Cronkite. And, for the last time, Paul 
Harvey told radio listeners “Good day.” 
 

2010: The biggest oil spill in history slimed the Gulf of Mexico; and iPad and Instagram debuted. 
 
2011: The Occupy Movement set-up camp. The world population hit 7 billion, minus Osama bin Laden. 

 
2012: Sandy Hook and Hurricane Sandy; Trayvon Martin is shot dead, and George Zimmerman goes free;  
President Obama is re-elected; Dick Clark and Whitney Houston die. 

 
2013: Boston Marathon bombing; Edward Snowden releases classified documents. 

 
2014: Don Pardo and Ben Bradlee passed away. Robin Williams committed suicide and Philip Seymour Hoffman OD'd. 
 

2015: Riots in Baltimore after Freddie Gray dies in police custody. SCOTUS: Same-sex couples have a Constitutional Right 
to marry. Cancer claims Leonard Nimoy; and ya didn't have to be a Yankees fan to tip your cap to Yogi Berra. 
 

2016: Shooter kills 49 in Orlando gay nightclub. Donald Trump elected President. 
 
2017: Hurricane Harvey whacks Houston, costliest in US history. And several thousand die in Irma and Maria. 

Others: Jerry Lewis, Hugh Hefner, Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, J. Geils, Tom Petty, Don Rickles, Roger Moore, and 
MTM…who really could turn the world on with her smile. 
 

2018: Bill Cosby goes to prison. George H.W. Bush, John McCain, and Penny Marshall go to heaven; Whitey Bulger goes 
to hell. 
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2019 seems like forever-ago. 
It wasn’t uneventful. Boeing’s 737MAX is just-now trying for a comeback; mass shootings continued, the president was 

impeached, and the weather got even wackier. But we were still going to baseball and football and basketball and hockey 
games, and movies, and weddings and funerals. 
 

That list above is partial, as space permits. 
 

And they heard about it on radio. 
Unless they didn’t. Because Michael Jackson and Whitney Houston died after afternoon drive, many stations where their 
music was core sounded oblivious because automation had taken-over for the evening. Less-robotic competitors where 

DJs broke format and made a big deal had listeners calling each other, and sitting, stunned, in parked cars with the key 
on Accessories. 
 

Talk Radio? It doesn’t take a pandemic and/or crashed economy and/or these past four years to be relevant and 
compelling and engaging and self-explanatory and habit-forming. And if your station is still locally-hosted, it’s where local 
accents weigh-in as we follow the bouncing ball.  

 

 

Where I live -- Block Island RI, 12 miles out in the Atlantic – our town 

Christmas tree is a stack of lobster traps, decorated and lit.  
 

Stay safe. 
 
And, to all, a good night. 

  
 
 


